The Passport4000C is a comprehensive
integrated messaging solution that enables
your organisation to always be in touch.
The Passport4000C is a flexible and scalable Integrated Messaging
solution that can grow to suit your needs to help ensure your
organisation stays productive and competitive.
The Passport4000C is one of the most robust messaging solutions on the market.
Imagine having the power of the Passport4000C to integrate all your document
delivery needs into one compliant, scalable and cost effective solution.
As a cloud based service, the Passport4000C gives you a completely integrated
message management solution simplifying the daunting task of effectively
communicating with the people who matter most – your customers and colleagues.
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At A
Glance

Passport4000C
Simple
and convenient cloud based
BENEFITS

integrated fax and messaging service
accessed over the internet.
All the benefits and cost-savings of a market leading,
tried and tested Cloud based messaging platform.
Imagine using the power of Passport4000C to give
you the following benefits:

Eliminate or
drive down
costs with
simpler system
management



Eliminate the cost for on-site physical or virtual infrastructure.
Dedicated phone lines, fax and remot e print boards, long distance
costs are simply replaced by host ed, flexible, volume-based services.





Predictable and
flexible costs

More flexible
capacity &
scalable
Latest Cloud
based
technology















Remove T1, SIP, Analogue, PBX and associated costs
One vendor solution drives out 3rd party costs and
relationships for t elecoms/PBX line and call charges
No more hardware costs and resources to host and maintain
your own messaging systems on site.
Eliminate internal costs and t ime to support own systems and
3rd party relationships

Faxes priced per page
With cloud - pay a consistent monthly subscription according to
capacity requirements
No capital expenditure for init ial deployment or upgrades
No capital expenditure to increase capacity
No long term contract required

Enjoy flexible peak capacity when required, but don’t need to buy
capacity to cover the peaks – pay for average ongoing capacity.
Can scale up or down av erage capacity as requirements change - only
pay for what you need.

No more software obsolescence, maintenance and updates to worry
about. Always enjoy the latest v ersion of t echnology and immediately
benefit from security and efficiency enhancements
No single point of failure
Built-in scalability, disaster recovery and business continuity
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DATASHEET
SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
Integration has been achieved over the years
through collaboration and co-development between
Sunquest and Lane.
Our partnership ensures that Passport 4000C works
seamlessly with Sunquest applications.
Passport4000C allows multiple applications to

DRIVE DOWN COSTS
Drive Down or Eliminate Costs
Passport4000C is a cloud-based messaging solution
that eliminates the traditional on-premises costs.
Customers can leverage the very latest technology
whilst making significant savings by removing the need

utilize and share a variety of messaging resources

for hardware and software, the phy sical infrastructure

concurrently.

and the manpower required in maintaining messaging

A single Passport 4000C can accommodat e both

applications on-premises.

production and desktop environments.

Fully Host ed, Flexible & Compliant Messaging Solution

Passport4000C supports a wide scale of report

Simply replace them with Passport 4000C, a fully

deployment opt ions.

COMPLIANT & SECURE

hosted, flexible and volume-based solution.
Full compliance through security, audit and archive are
still maintained. Passport 4000C is highly scalable,
making it suitable for any size organization.

Compliance requirements, including HIPPA, are
achieved through Passport4000C’s comprehensive

Fully Integrat ed Communications

audit and data archive mechanism which keeps track

Passport4000C integrates multiple applications. It

of all messaging and user activit ies.

allows an organization to cost effectiv ely replace

Users are assigned roles and appropriate privileges,
insuring secure and appropriate access to data.
Reporting tools provide management with real-time,
extensible sy stem information.

disparat e messaging systems, reducing redundant and
expensive transmission links, and in turn provide its
users with a single, reliable and easy to manage
platform significantly simplifying communications with
your customers and colleagues

About Us
Contact Us
Lane is a Dedicated Provider of Integrated
Messaging Solutions
Within Healthcare, Banking and Commercial
markets, operating globally, with offices
located in the USA, Singapore and UK
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their method of operation and meet all
compliance and security demands.
Our mission is to continue to support their
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requirements as their businesses evolve,
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providing deployment, training and 24/7
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